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Highlights
- Assessment of energy efficiency measures for adaptation to climate change.
- A representative building typology for social housing was assessed.
- Evaluation in two Brazilian cities in view of climate change.
- Indicators: energy efficiency, and cooling and heating degree-hours for analysis.

Abstract
Social housing sector is very important in Brazil, due to the necessity of expansion and investments being placed through a substantial government program. Residential buildings are expected to last at least 50 years according to Brazilian standards. Many residential projects in the sector already perform medium or poorly in terms of energy efficiency and thermal comfort today, and their designs are not analysed considering climate change. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to investigate the result of analysing the thermal and energy performance of social housing projects considering climate change, and to assess the impact on the operational phase of introducing energy efficiency measures in the sector, and exploring methods of adaptation to climate change. A representative project of the lower income sector housing was used as case study with the evaluation of measures through thermal and energy simulation with current and future weather files for the cities of São Paulo and Salvador. Results were compared using predicted energy consumption and cooling and heating degree-hours as indicators. The results highlighted some differences related to the climate scenarios and indicator analysed, and showed that the incorporation of energy efficiency measures in current social housing projects is of fundamental importance to minimize the effects of climate change in the coming decades.
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1. Introduction
The construction industry is associated with a high environmental impact due to its use of natural resources coupled with rising demand in line with rapid population growth. A major impact is the energy consumption and associated emissions of greenhouse gases that influence climate change through global warming [1]. Due to the long life in use of buildings, changes in climate can influence energy demand for heating and cooling and consequently the emissions of greenhouse gases from buildings [2]. However, in Brazil most studies of the energy performance of buildings that use thermal and energy simulations to predict building performance only make use of past weather files.

In Brazil, the housing deficit is around 5.8 million, 85.7% is urban and 82.5% affects families with incomes up to a maximum of three times the minimum wage [3]. In 2009 the Brazilian government launched the “My house, My Life” Program, as a strategy to address the deficit [4]. Housing Companies and Public Agents linked to States and Municipalities are the main agencies to deliver housing projects in the lower income sector, and they tend to prioritize...
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